Backed by independent media and cryptocurrency veterans free from blockchain sponsorship and influence, BitcoinNews.com is the result of years of thought, experience and vision – grounded in the belief that crypto journalism is a public service that should serve the best interests of its readers.

**BitcoinNews.com Key Highlights**

- BitcoinNews.com receives **over 1 million page views** per month and this is rapidly increasing
- BitcoinNews.com is **ranked 71,843** in the world by Alexa
- BitcoinNews.com Domain Name is the **most effective Bitcoin news site domain name** in the world for promoting your brand
Why BitcoinNews.com Is The Right News Site For You

BitcoinNews.com is one of the *worlds most exclusive domain names.*

BitcoinNews.com offers *multiple services* such as banner marketing, press releases, sponsored stories and social media marketing.

BitcoinNews.com receives *over 1 million page views every month* with numbers increasing rapidly.

BitcoinNews.com was *ranked 71,843 in the world* by Alexa within the first 6 months.

BitcoinNews.com has a healthy *Twitter community with over 7,000 followers.*

In an environment where information is as ubiquitous as misinformation, BitcoinNews.com focuses on actual, fact-based reporting that is fair, transparent and sensible, doing its utmost to review all news sources.
BitcoinNews.com Google Analytics For 1 Week in July 2018

Our Reader Demographics

Age 25-34 ~ 61%

Male ~ 90%

American readers Over 50%

Political views Predominantly libertarian

$2,000 Month long leaderboard advertisement in website header

$1,000 Month long banner advertisement in article sidebar rotator

$500 Sponsored Story displayed on BitcoinNews.com written by our expert journalists, and published on our Twitter, Telegram, Instagram, and Facebook channels.

$300 Press Release displayed in our PR sub-section on front page, edited by our expert journalists, and published on our Twitter, Telegram, Instagram, and Facebook channels.

Please Note: Our Turnaround for Press Release and Sponsored Story Publication is 48 Business Hours